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equation wi In steps t , and we prove .hat there exist, a generator 1 ho

quanta dynamical S e m L g r o Up type yielding an equation giving a co,,. ,,JOUS

evolution coinciding a t a l i t l m e s t e p s w i t h th,; o n e . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

gmlned description.

The m a p 5(0)->?(t) derived in this w a y takes the standard Torn,

originally proposed by Lindblad (2J even w h e n t h e m a p l t s e l f a n d t h e r e f o r e

the corresponding generator is not bounded.

1. (1)
In a recent paper , guided by a tentative re interpretation

of the time energy uncertainty relation and inspired by Caldirola's work on

thfi finite difference equation approach to the classical and quantum

theory of the electron, R . Bonifacio has proposed a finite difference

equation for the density operator £ . itK most interesting feature consists

in yielding an irreversible evolution,leading to a state reduction for §

to the diagonal forir in the energy representation. The basic idea of the

paper consists in assuming that the density iterator obeys to a finite dif-

ference equation of the Liouville type

e(Y - X.) - C C

in which the usual time derivative has been substituted by an incremental

.Mtio over a step interval f.

A solution of eq.(l) is proved to be

-Iax (2)

ZT. being the Liouville operator (£5 = - iJH.^J }.

Eq. (2) expresses the density operator at time t as a weighted average of

e §(0), the weight function being given by

( 3 )

Eq. (2) can aiso be wr i t ten as

("I + L

The density operator generated for all times by eq.(4)is given in the energy

representation ^l""-^^ ^

(5)

with

(6)

Obviously, equations (5) and (6), as solutions of eq.(1), have meaning only



i i . r r t i m e - t •- K t , , •' <• . . • : ! . . . • ; i , .. , . , • : t . ! • . ]

; i r b i L r a r y ir.i.i 1 1 . Lfi ] i r a i i v . J u n c t i o n , p t r r i o d i . S l l ! ; t , ; . l j ; x . .

Eqa. (b) and (6) show that the evolution equation y ie lds an

i r r e v e r s i b l e s t a t e reduction to the s ta t ionary diagonal form

( 7 )

The original equation can then be considered as a master equation

containing intrinsically a phase destroying mechanism not related to any

specific interaction model with a heath- bath,but simply defined for any

system by the Hamiltonian and the time step .

Two useful remarks about the proposed equation can be made. First

of all the evolution induced by it,if considered in continuous time, is

irreversible, trace preserving and obeys to the semigroup law. In fact, if

one denotes by £ t the map given by (4), i.e.

(8)

one has

V-tFt'>o . (9,

Secondly, even though not explicitly observed by the author of ref.(l),

the map is immediately seen to be completely positive in the sense of

„... (6)
stinespring

Since the evolution given by equation (1), though interpreted by

the author as a finite step evolution,when read in continuous time takes

the form of a completely positive , norm continuous (if H is bounded)

map 9<0)—*^(t) obeying the semigroup law, one should be able to write

its infinitesimal generator in the general form derived in ref, (2),

• i : . -- • • n i : ^ • • • .-1 •: .. . " L ..:!: .,;.': . ; . T i K ^ . -• > h '*•!' > r . U j " o n o w ', •.•r r • [ ; : •. ; i ; r > ; :

rivt. t:een [K.::>L-; I b", <: I:] prove V.ra: Wit.- iorrn introduced hy [. i nrlt> I iiri i;; ::, L I L 1 valid

in general. It is then interesting to see whether the generator of the continuous

evolution associated to Bonifacio's approach can be put in the standard form

even when the lorreaponding map is unbounded. Another and even more relevant

reason for- trying to identify the form of the infinitesinul generator of the

above map, comes from the fact that the general form of an equation of the

quantum dynamical semigroup type, yielding the wave packet reduction correspon-

ding to the measurement of a given cbservable has already been derived some

(7)
time ago . That equation has been successively proved to be the most general

(8)
one leading to stationary solutions with the appropriate properties. If one

would be able to write eq.(l) in the desired form, one could look at it from

a different point of view, since the equations introduced in ref.(7) have a

direct physical interpretation.

2, The general form of the infinitesimal generator of a quantum dyna-

mical semigroup, derived by Lindblad, is

(10)

where K is a self-adjoint operator. In ref.(7), discussing the quantum measurement

processes we started from eq.(10) and we identified K with the Hamiltonian of

the physical system and the two other terms at the r.h.s. , which are responsi-

ble for irreversibility, as those expressing the interaction of the system

with some external apparatus. Since one is describing the measurement process

completely in terms of the statistical operator for the system, a very

natural assumption is that the effect of the interaction with the external

apparatus should be accounted for only through the eigenmanifolds correspon-

ding to the eigenvalues of the observable that the apparatus is

designed to measure ( a relabelling of the eigenvalues themselves must

-3-



obviously be irrelevant). One then naturally puts

A* ' 4- Ct; Pi , (ID

where the P.'s are the projection operators on the eigenmanifolds of the

measured observable.

Substitution of (12) in (11) yields

(12)

where

(13)

being R t ^*»» > O , eq.(13) leads for large times to wave packet reduction

in the representation of the eiger.stat.es of the operators P. .

3, Since eq.(i) leads, as already observed TO wave packet reduction

in the energy representation, if we want to define a process of type (10)

leading to the solution (5), we are compelled to assume that the operators

P. In eq. (11) are the projection operators associated to the Hamiltonian

H appearing in (1). Moreover, owing to the fact that m the energy rcprsuen

tation c>^u.r./i>t- 0> we -mst assume the operator K tu be diagonal, in l.hc energy

representation. In the general case in which H does not exhibit degen-'r ̂ V f

we are then led to I'onsidfr !:he equation

f j - - i

the X being related to the C . through eq.(13) . Eq. (14) then sjives
nm Kl

in the energy representation,

o , (15)

which yields the solution given by (5) and (6) provided

X

Being f(-) a real function, we then have

Re

L Vnr (16)

(17)

nk
Our problem is then reduced to that of finding a set of constants C

satisfying oq.(13) when the X are chosen according to eqs. (17) and

( 6). We still have at our disposal, the choice of the arbitrary real

function f.

We start by observing that if we consider any separable Hilhert

space arL and we choose in It a complete orthonorn'al system -I CPin > }

defining the vectors

eqf (13 ) t. an be rewritten as

-t -:P. n:.- •*; i'len::. fy the Hlibfri. ;-paoc & £ with l/ [O.oo) , and -.-house

-•: '.* TZ



Using the integral representation for the logarithm:

(21)

we then have

(22)

Analogously, using the integral representation

> (23.

we get

(24)

'}
Finally,from eqs. (19) ,(22) and (24) we obtain

(25)

Substitution of ea.(25) in eq.(16), taking into account the expressions (6)

for T-*m and H««l, .then yields

which imp) i e^ (up to ar: irrelevant

i
Ẑ

(27)

The above procedure shows therefore that, i f one introduces a complete

orthonormal system *5 C^O i L

eq,(20) as

5*1, C^Of Ip,oO), writes the state ^ of

f*00 = (28)

chooses f (H) according to eq. (27) and A according to eq. (11) ,eq.( 14) has
K

as its unique solution the one given by eqs.(5) and (6), We observe that in

this case, in the limit t-*0 eq(l4) becomes ̂ S/^t - -i LH'S3' a s ^ must be.

We have therefore succeeded in obtaining an equation of the quantum

dynamical semigroup type with a unique solution coinciding on the time lat-

tice points t-JCc with the solution of

4. Let us add some remarks. Due to the arbitrariness of the

complete orthonormal set S tf^| , the coefficients C are determined

up to a unitary transformation. However we note thatf since

(29)

using (20) we have

(30)



(31a)

and

t - J .«h> AGO 5 (31b)

with

(32}

Therefore equation (14) can also be written i

3b

J
(33)

Its form clearly proves that it does not depend on the choice of the basis

Inserting eq*30) into eq.(31a) we can easily prove that

* « • (34)

This expression shows that the semigroup generator is bounded only if H

is bounded. We note that arctg(HT;)is always bounded. This means that ir

eq.(33) the (possible) unboundedness of H makes unbounded the dissipative

part of the generator.

Eq.( 33) can also be written in the expressive form

OP J
(35

Tl' equivalence of eq.(3S) with eq.(33) is most easily proved by showing that

(35) admits as its unique solution the one given by eqs.(5) and (6), as does

eq.(33). In fact, eq.(3b) immediately implies >3?'"~ /9t = O and

(36)

(.0

5. Summarizing, we have shown that eq.(14), with K = jcucck^Hx and the

operators A g defined by eq.(30), (or equivalently eqs.(33) and (3£) ) , yields

a continuous evolution for the density operator S^t) which coincides, on the

(9)
time grid t=(Ct , with the one implied by eq.(l).As ii well known , the explicit

representation of equations of the type (14) or (33) is not unique.due to the

possibility of rewriting them in terms of a new set of operators Aft"A f t-0f ( l,

where the 0ft are arbitrary constants. In ref.(9) various conditions character-

izing uniquely the form of these equations have been given.

AUnder the substitution i eq.(l4) becomes

In accordance with the treatment of ref,(7), we are trying to give a physical

meaning to the various terms of an equation like (14) or (37), considering the

first term at the r.h.s. of them as describing the intrinsic dynamics of the

system and the other ones as describing an interaction with some other system,

amounting to an energy measurement process. It is then relevant to inquire

whether one can reabsorb the —antX^Hxi term in eq.(14) keeping as an cpsrator

governing the intrinsic dynamics the original Hamiltonian H of eq.(l). This

-10-
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cannot be achieved if one wants to keep the structure for Eq, (37), because

the procedure unavoidably brings in divergences in the expressions of T A*,, <A^

d ZA'«A^and

Without entering into details about possible changes in the intrinsic

dynamics we can say that Bonifacio's proposed evolution can be reproduced in

continuous time by an equation of the quantum dynamical semigroup type only

at the price of changing the intrinsic dynamics of the system and of introdu-

cing a rather peculiar dissipation mechanism. If, alternatively, one would

like to give a basic meaning to eq.(l) assuming that it holds universally for

all quantum systems, it has to be stressed that the ensuing unavoidable redu-

ction of all quantum states to the diagonal form in the energy representation

would certainly yield remarkable differences with respect to the standard

quantum description which could be experimentally detected.
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